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Abstract. Accurate and fully automated segmentation and quantifica-
tion of organs are necessary prerequisites towards operational computer
aided diagnosis and therapy control systems. The Definiens Cognition
Network Technology presented in this paper provides a framework for
rapid development and scalable execution of image analysis solutions.
The Cognition Network Technology combines pixel processing techniques
with iterative, context-based object or segment generation and classifica-
tion processes using a semantic knowledge base. We applied this technol-
ogy to detect automatically all major human organs in 3D CT data. On
basis of 10 test data sets we show first quantitative results for liver de-
tection compared to manual segmentations provided by medical experts.
Initial analysis achieved a mean overlap error of 16% which provides a
good starting point to improve the implemented knowledge network by
liver disease specific rules.

1 Introduction

Precise measurement of shape and composition of liver is the basis for diagnosis,
surgery planning and therapy control. Since manual measurement of 3D struc-
tures is extremely time consuming, cost intensive and subjective, automated
methods are required in today’s challenging clinical environment. Due to a large
variability in appearance and shape, and many potential damages such as alco-
holic cirrhosis and liver tumor, the automated reliable liver segmentation still
represents a nontrivial task. Other CT image analysis difficulties arise because of
insufficient separation from adjacent organs such as kidney, heart, and adjacent
muscles, and due to time and liver state dependent effects of the contrast agent.

To solve the liver segmentation image analysis problem, several methods have
been proposed. Utilizing a priori knowledge on liver shape from training data,
Active Shape Model approaches described in [1] and [2] interpolate insufficient
supported data points in the image from a learned 3D model. Although the
achieved performance in terms of volumetric error (up to < 0.05%) and RMS
shape difference (< 4mm) is very promising, it is still unclear if a statistical
shape model is able to emulate the observed variety in liver appearances.

None of the described models tries to segment liver in its anatomical context.
Using contextual information such as segmentation of lung, heart, stomach and
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of the Definiens Developer software depicting an intermediate anal-
ysis result for training case 2. a) Workspace directory with all 30 training and test
images to be processed in batch mode. b) Transversal 2D display of image data with
outline overlay of detected Image Objects, the found Liver segments are selected in red.
c) The Process Hierarchy shows the top level modules of the Anatomical Model script.
d) 3D visualization of detected Liver Image Object. e) Information about properties of
the selected Liver Image Object. f) Image Object Class hierarchy for the Anatomical
Model. g) Hierarchy of available Image Object features.

kidneys seems to be highly beneficial in terms of segmentation robustness and
accuracy. The Definiens Cognition Network Technology invented in 1996 provides
a software framework to enable context-based image object processing. This
framework has been applied with great success to a variety of image analysis
tasks based on data from very different kind of sensors ranging from satellites
equipped with radar or optical sensors, over electron or optical microscopes
to three-dimensional computer tomographs [3], [4]. This paper describes the
application of the Cognition Network Technology on liver segmentation within
a fully automated generation of a personal anatomical model. The results are
evaluated on a set of 10 images using the performance metrics volume overlap
error, volume difference, average, RMS and maximal surface distance.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Cognition Network Technology

The Cognition Network Technology is implemented into the software platform
Definiens Enterprise Image Intelligence which is commercially available [5]. This
software features a Cognition Network Language script development and execu-
tion environment (Fig. 1). The Cognition Network Language is an object-based
procedural computer language which is specifically designed to enable automated
analysis of complex, context-dependent image analysis tasks. The development
environment allows users to load image data, and generate, execute and edit
graphically the analysis script. Properties and overall statistics of the resulting
image objects (segments) can be exported as raster image masks and statisti-
cal tables. The interactive mode allows a rapid script development with a steep
learning and progress curve. The execution environment uses a workspace con-
cept in which the user may process many images offline and – if needed – in
parallel on a computer cluster.

2.2 Cognition Network Language

The Cognition Network Language consists of four basic data structures: Pro-
cesses, Domains, Image Objects and Image Object Classes. Each language ele-
ment representing the dynamic of the analysis is called Process. There are Pro-
cesses to manage Image Objects, object features, variables, Classes, file IO, im-
age filters, segmentation, object linkage and classification operations. Additional
Processes for control structures such as conditional execution commands and
loops make the language computationally complete. The Processes are organized
in a process tree hierarchy (Fig. 1c). The Process execution engine recursively
executes a root process and then subsequently all its child Processes in a depth-
first order. By selecting and parameterizing Processes, the particular processing
algorithms are specified for a given programming step, whereas through defini-
tion of a Domain the system is guided to the data structure that is going to be
processed. The most important Domains are Pixel Level Domains for filtering
and initial segmentation operations, Image Object Domain for Processes which
operate on Image Objects (segments) with specific classification and properties,
and Image Object Relation Domain which allows the navigation in the image
object network. Navigation is in particular useful to process neighbors or sub-
objects of a given Image Object in the current Process with algorithms in its
sub-Processes.

An Image Object represents a group of pixels or a group of Image Objects.
An Image Object comprises methods to calculate its properties such as shape,
position, mean spectral values or texture (Fig. 1e). Since Image Objects may
be linked to other Image Objects using specific Processes, relational properties
such as Relative Surface Contact Area or Relative Brightness can be easily com-
puted and used during processing. Image Objects are either generated by basic
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segmentation (e.g. multi-resolution segmentation [6]) or by grouping existing Im-
age Objects on a higher Image Object level. The Cognition Network Language
provides operations to re-segment or to re-classify Image Objects with specific,
eventually context-dependent properties. Each Image Object may be assigned
to a specific class if certain conditions are fulfilled.

Image Object Classes describe the kind of objects to be searched for in a
given image. The Classes may be grouped in a Class hierarchy to enable the
addressing of Process operations on groups of Classes (Fig. 1f). Each Class car-
ries a name, a visualization color and optionally a logical expression of Fuzzy
membership functions. The membership functions are polygons which describe
the contribution of each specified Image Object property (e.g. area, brightness,
distance to another image object with given classification) to the overall class
membership.

3 Materials and Methods

3.1 Image data

The images data used in the analysis have been provided by the organizers
of the MICCAI 2007 workshop on 3D Segmentation in the Clinic (see [7] for
details). All CT images are enhanced with contrast agent. The pixel spacing
varies between 0.55 and 0.8mm, the inter-slice distance from 1 to 3mm. The
resolution is 512x512 voxels in-plane. A total of 30 images have been used for
Cognition Network Language script development. For 20 images (training) a
manual segmentation created by radiological experts was provided. Segmentation
is defined as the entire liver tissue including all internal structures like vessel
systems, tumors etc.

3.2 Cognition Network Language Script Programming

The development of the Cognition Network Language script for automated liver
segmentation did not utilize the manual segmentation provided within the train-
ing data set. The script rather utilizes explicit medical knowledge on shape, posi-
tion and visual appearance (in CT) of human organs. The implemented sequence
of automated detections is (see also Fig. 1c):

1. Body – Background
2. Body – Intra-Body-Air, Trachea, and Left and Right Lung
3. Body – Subcutaneous Fat and Muscle Layer underneath subcutaneous fat
4. Muscle Layer – Bone within Muscle Layer
5. Body – Aorta
6. Body – Spine
7. Body – Heart
8. Body – Liver
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Therefore the Body class is sequentially refined towards a complete personal
anatomical model segmentation. The chosen sequence of detections was found
by several experiments. The employed heuristics was to detect easy, context-free
objects first and then perform subsequently more sophisticated context-based
detections. At the end of the Heart detection it is guaranteed that some remain-
ing body objects cover the liver. In the current development status, no attempt
has been made to detect kidney, stomach and intestines prior to liver detection.
Subcutaneous Fat has been detected to be used as context for distinguishing
between liver and muscle layer underneath the subcutaneous fat. This was nec-
essary as in many cases a clear-cut border between muscle layer and liver is not
visible in the CT images.

The liver detection process can be separated in three parts. The first part
identifies a seed region for the liver. As the gray values of the liver are usually
not very well defined we implemented a search for the right threshold by first
defining a secure region in the image where to expect liver. The seed region
is limited to the right side of the body. The imposed conditions on the liver
seed are compactness, volume (largest Body object above certain value), and
position (below Heart). Because of these conditions the liver seed represents
only a fraction of the total liver, but gives a first hint for the location of the liver
and its occurring gray values. In most cases the seed is a compact object on the
right side of the body closely located to the center of the full liver. The value of
the gray level threshold is lowered until this region appears to be big enough to
be considered as a reasonable fraction of the liver.

In the second part of the detection process, all objects are transferred to
the pixel-classification layer. For Air pixels which are usually present within the
stomach, a growing mechanism provides enlarged blocking areas to ensure that
the liver growing will not flood into stomach and intestine regions. In the same
way, small regions in the vicinity of bone and spine are classified as blocking.
After defining the accessible areas for liver flooding, the liver seed grows downhill
(towards lower gray values) with high surface tension. Since organs are usually
enclosed by fat appearing relatively dark in the CT images, the downhill growing
ensures that the growing stops before entering the kidney, stomach and intestine
regions where gray values will raise again. Additionally relative dark pixel re-
gions are classified as fat and growing into those regions is forbidden. Moreover,
by using a high surface tension, the growing does not bridge across noisy pixels
through the blocking areas into adjacent organs. In the chosen configuration the
Liver Seed pixels grow into Body only if the Liver Seed density is greater then
30%. For liver seed pixels close to the lung, another Process favours upwards
growing by enforcing less surface tension. The growing phase terminates auto-
matically if there are no target pixels which obey imposed surface tension and
downhill criteria.

In the third phase of liver detection, the grown liver seed and not-accessed
body regions are converted back to Image Objects. The grown seed object is clas-
sified as Liver and the other objects are classified as Body for the subsequent
analysis steps. Those organs are not relevant for Liver detection. Therefore the
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detection strategy will be published elsewhere. Since many of the different livers
in the provided cases are very heterogeneous, the initial growing process even-
tually misses dark regions such as liver tumors. Therefore we implemented hole
and recess merging strategies which classify Body objects to be potentially part
of the liver. Those objects and all holes are merged with Liver in the final step.
The merging processes re-segments any recess first and merges only those regions
which show some overlap with liver in adjacent slices (transversal view).

The analysis quality of the developed Cognition Network Language script was
evaluated by visual inspection of the results on the 20 training and the 10 testing
cases. No attempt was done to implement automatic parameter refinement using
the manual segmentation of the training cases.

3.3 Evaluation Measures and Scoring System

For each image from the testing data set, a reference segmentation was provided
by the organizers of the MICCAI 2007 workshop [7]. The segmentation results
are evaluated by assigning a score to each test case. The maximum score is 100,
and will only be obtained when the segmentation is exactly the same as the refer-
ence. A score of 75 points performs roughly as good as a human. Five evaluation
measures contribute to the overall score (with average values for human seg-
mentation results shown in brackets): Volumetric overlap error (6.4%), Relative
absolute volume difference (4.7%), Symmetric RMS surface distance (1.8mm),
Average (1.0mm) and Maximum (19mm) symmetric absolute surface distance.
For more background information see [7][8].

4 Results

The developed Cognition Network Language script was applied in batch mode
on all 30 cases using the workspace (Fig. 1). The computer run times varied from
6 min for a dataset with 60 slices to 20 min for a data set with 388 slices on
a single core 3GHz machine with 2GB RAM. The resulting liver segmentation
for each case was evaluated using the measures and scores described above. The
results are summarized in Table 1.

Although the overall performance is acceptable considering the short script
development time, we notice several issues. As it can be seen in Fig. 2 case 1
and 4, the surface tension prevents the liver seed growing from flooding into
the small sections of the lobes. Therefore we observe a negative volume differ-
ence in average. Another effect which can be seen in Fig. 2 case 3 is that the
Liver merging process failed with the conditions specified in Liver Part Initially
Missed class. For tumors as big as in case 3, the relative area (volume) criteria
have to be relaxed. The missed successful segmentation of case 9 is a result of
the downhill growing process in the liver seed growing. This problem has been
recently resolved by allowing the algorithm to grow downhill and flat with small
tolerance. Other issues in case 1 and 2 result from the lay-aside orientation of the
patient. The underlying anatomical model system to detect lung, aorta, heart
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Dataset Overlap Error Volume Diff. Avg. Dist. RMS Dist. Max. Dist. Total
[%] Score [%] Score [mm] Score [mm] Score [mm] Score Score

1 17.1 33 -1.7 91 3.0 24 5.3 27 46.6 39 43
2 22.3 13 -12.5 34 4.2 0 10.0 0 67.8 11 12
3 17.0 34 -9.5 49 3.4 14 6.3 13 40.7 46 31
4 10.5 59 1.9 90 1.7 57 2.7 62 22.7 70 68
5 9.0 65 -0.4 98 1.5 63 2.5 66 19.0 75 73
6 13.4 48 -4.1 78 2.3 42 4.2 41 26.4 65 55
7 12.6 51 3.7 80 1.8 55 2.4 66 16.1 79 66
8 14.7 42 5.5 71 3.3 19 7.7 0 61.8 19 30
9 27.2 0 -19.1 0 4.3 0 8.3 0 44.6 41 8

10 17.8 30 -13.5 28 2.7 33 4.3 41 24.9 67 40
Average 16.2 38 -5.0 62 2.8 31 5.4 32 37.1 51 43

Table 1. Results of the comparison metrics and scores for all ten test cases.

and spine has been developed with patients lying on their back. Therefore some
of the kidney area had been misclassified as spine which inhibits the liver grow-
ing. And in the rotated case, we observe that the heart is (virtually) moved to
the left. In case 1 this situation caused the liver to grow into missed parts of the
heart detection. The good performance we see in case 4, 5 and 7 results from the
successful liver growing downwards the body. In particular case 5 benefits from
a virtually healthy liver without dark regions. We expect that a more elaborate
growing strategy which includes more knowledge on liver diseases and abnormal
states will easily move the average score towards 70.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have shown that the Cognition Network Technology may be a
valuable methodology to address the problem of reliable and precise segmenta-
tion of liver in 3D data. Although the current evaluation is just a very first small
step towards the implementation of this approach in the clinic, its advantages
are becoming clearly visible. The segmentation is driven by knowledge explicitly
stored in the Image Object Classes and in the Processes so that the implemented
behavior is transparent, maintainable and extensible. The liver segmentation
utilizes context information acquired in previous, less complex steps such as seg-
mentation of lung and heart. The technology also provides an open framework
to include latest developments in pixel processing and object generation and ob-
ject refinement. However, the current status of the Cognition Network Language
script has to be considered as very preliminary. We have observed several short-
comings: the script has problems to precisely identify the spine and both lungs
if the patient is rotated. Furthermore the tumor-inclusion part of the script fails
for large tumors that completely block the liver seed growing procedure, and
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Fig. 2. From left to right, a sagittal, coronal and transversal slice from a relatively easy
case (1, top), an average case (4, middle), and a relatively difficult case (3, bottom). The
outline of the reference standard segmentation is in red, the outline of the segmentation
of the method described in this paper is in blue. Slices are displayed with a window of
400 and a level of 70.

the region growing algorithm fails to grow into smaller lobes of the liver. We
will address these issues within continuous script refinement in the next months.
In summary, however, we believe that the potential of the Cognition Network
Technology has been demonstrated. In particular the possibility to incorporate
the formulation of knowledge and context in an easy form into a software is a
unique and - in our opinion - mandatory feature for the development of complex
solutions. When the small development effort of less than one man month in
total is considered, the results also show that rapid development of solutions
for complex image analysis problems is possible using the Cognition Network
Language.
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